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Frieze Los Angeles, the contemporary art fair, was launched in 2019.
This year’s fifth edition, held in Santa Monica, featured more than 100
exhibitors, from the international gallery multiplexes (Gagosian, Pace,
Hauser & Wirth, Zwirner) to local single galleries from New York, LA,
Paris, Milan, and other art-collecting friendly destinations.
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Frieze itself was a four-day event, from February 29-March 3, but it is
really just the eye of the art storm that passed over Los Angeles. For
more than a week, galleries held openings and special events, breakfasts,
brunches and dinners. Artists opened their studios; Terry Allen , whose
work was featured at LA Louver’s booth at Frieze, gave two
performances with his Texas country band at the Masonic Hall at
Hollywood Forever Cemetery; Lita Albuquerque held a guided mediation
at Michael Kohn gallery; and JoJo Abot gave a performance at LA
Louver.
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Meanwhile, over at the Roosevelt Hotel in Hollywood (itself the site of
the first Oscars Ceremony), Felix Art Fair, the Dean Valentine founded
alternative art fair, took over a row of cabana pool rooms besides their
David Hockney-painted pool, as well as two floors of the hotel where
each room featured a different gallery.
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So what was it like? At times hectic, overwhelming, and disorienting (i.e.
Haven’t I walked down this corridor already?). But also friendly,
charming, a combination of the known, spiced with the possibility of
discovery. Like any professional convention, it remains an opportunity
for people who may have an email or zoom relationship to connect, or to
have those meetings that only happen yearly at such events.
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So what did I see and what did I like? Los Angeles-based artist Andrea
Bowers’ compelling work at Vielmeter, wonderful prints by Lynn
Hershman Leeson (who I’m helping with a project) at San Francisco’s
Altman Siegel. There were several sponsored booths by such companies
as Poiret who had a interesting Laure Prouvost installation of live plants,
and LG who had a selection of Shepard Fairey digital art. Hannah
Hoffman, an LA gallery was new to me (but highly recommended).
James Fuentes was exhibiting paintings by the late actor/personality
Geoffrey Holder, which were like Holder himself, sensitive, intelligent, at
times bitingly funny, and beautiful. Hauser & Wirth had an intriguing
Larry Bell mirrored mini-maze, Gagosian had multiple works by Lauren
Halsey. Work by Sam McKinnis seemed to be everywhere. Marc Selwyn
showed a beautiful Lee Bontecou (and you don’t see a lot of her work in
galleries).
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In the ongoing recognition of the historical importance and impact of
Los Angeles in contemporary art history, I was particularly thrilled to see
the championing of seminal LA artist Wallace Berman at several
galleries, not only at JRP editions which is reprinting Berman posters
but also at Paris’ Galerie Frank Elbaz which had a wonderful original
work by Berman.

Were there celeb sightings? Of course. Of Actors and artists and artists
who are actors (like Lisa Edelstein); and of major art collectors who
made their fortunes in Hollywood (was that George Lucas I saw? I think
it was!).

Overheard at Frieze: A successful art consultant said that she saw her
job as “training people with lots of money to be custodians of art
works.”
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In the days before Frieze opened, there was an event at EMECO chairs
with a panel discussion led by sculptor Kathryn Andrews about gender
inequality in the workplace and in the artworld that was also a launch for
the Judith Center, which seeks to engage women artists, activists and
thought leaders around the topic of gender equality. Andrews and the
Judith Center also had an installation of political posters regarding
gender disparity in the ground floor corridor at Felix Art Fair.

There was also a gallery show at Venice gallery ARCANE Space of 20-
something artists Dillan Conniff, Holden Fuller, Yujia Li, Josh Rabineau,
and Dominick Vanderlip that was worth checking out (the show has
been extended to March 17).
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At Felix Art Fair, the work is often less expensive than at Frieze, and the
artists are often younger. The galleries are more often independent. So
there is a heightened sense of discovery when roaming the fair. Sea View
Gallery, an LA exhibition space in the Mt. Washington area, had work by
Elana Bowsher. Interestingly, Rachel Uffner gallery in New York,
actually had a presence at both Frieze and at Felix. At Felix, I was taken
by the work of Talia Levitt, an artist with a definite design /graphic arts
sensibility whose works look like a Seurat-like pointillist work whose
surface may include items such as buttons or zippers – but are all made
of paint (rating extremely high on the obsessive scale).

Hollywood agency WME-IMG are investors in Frieze LA, and they
funded a new prize, called The Impact Prize, which was awarded this
year to Gary Tyler (who I profiled here). Gary and his quilts had their
own booth which was great to see, supported by Detroit’s Library Street
Collective where Gary had his first show.

Lelong & Co. had several prints by Ana Mendieta (printed
posthumously). Jeffrey Deitch had some amazing (beautiful but
disturbing) sculptures by Isabelle Albuquerque, along with copies of her
powerful new coffee table book, An Orgy for Ten in One Body (Pacific /
Dietch/Nicodem.

Overheard at Frieze: “Follow me. I know how to walk the room.”

I want to also highlight the great work of Creative Growth an Oakland,
CA based non-profit that for the last 50 years that was started tarted in
the East Bay home of Elias Katz and Florence Ludins-Katz. Their website
sets the vision as follows, that “Art would be the path forward for people
with disabilities to express themselves and a professional gallery would
exhibit their work.”
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And then it was over, like the circus leaving town. According to the press
releases that found their way into my inbox, sales were good and
plentiful. However, what Frieze and Felix accomplished more than
anything was an affirmation of the artworld tilting to Los Angeles, the
creative capital of the world, where more people earn their livings
artistically than in any other city else on the planet.

Don’t believe me? Just visit Frieze LA next year!

Follow me on Twitter or LinkedIn. Check out my website or some of my
other work here. 

Tom Teicholz

I am an award-winning journalist and best-selling author, most recently of "Ivan of

the Extermination Camp," and... Read More
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Thanks to the internet, the best prescription glasses online are right at your fingertips.
It’s easy to browse, customize and try on frames without taking a trip to the eyeglass
store or optometrist’s office. You’ll need a current prescription, of course, but sites like
GlassesUSA (our top pick overall) let you renew expired prescriptions with a virtual
vision test. Buying prescription glasses online can save you cash, too, and many
retailers—including Warby Parker—also accept HSA and FSA funds, meaning no out-
of-pocket costs for you.

Our team tested (and re-tested) many pairs to find the best prescription glasses online. ILLUSTRATION: FORBES /

PHOTO: EYEBUYDIRECT

To determine the best prescription glasses online, we enlisted three Forbes Vetted
staffers to test out several retailers and share their in-depth feedback: Former branded
content editor Dana Holmes, who wears progressive lenses; managing editor Emmy
Favilla, a nearsighted, daily glasses-wearer; and associate insights architect Shan
Newton, who requires a strong prescription. We also got advice from Dr. Sandra Young,
O.D., an optometrist and eye health expert, and Dr. Inna Lazar, an optometrist and dry
eye specialist, and style tips on the best frames for your face shape according to deputy
fashion editor Kari Molvar.
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Best Online Prescription Glasses Overall: GlassesUSA
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Best Prescription Sunglasses: Zenni Optical

Best Blue Light Blocking Glasses: Felix Gray

Best Reading Glasses: Look Optic

Best Prescription Glasses For Kids: GlassesUSA
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GlassesUSA: Unbeatable Selection

GLASSESUSA

Muse Hopper Eyeglasses

$62 $88 SAVE $26 (30%)

Buy From GlassesUSA

Turnaround time: 7 to 10 business days | Return policy: 14 days, no questions
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The 2024 Forbes Vetted Best Product Awards are here: Explore our 150 top-
recommended items across categories after extensive research and testing.

Why Trust Forbes Vetted

How We Chose The Best Prescription Glasses Online

asked | Insurance accepted: Yes, as well as HSA/FSA | Virtual try-on: Yes |
Virtual Rx renewal: Yes

GlassesUSA is one of the largest online prescription glasses retailers, offering hundreds
of designer frames from Ray-Ban, Gucci and Oakley, along with less expensive house
brands in every frame style and color you can imagine. “I felt a bit overwhelmed by the
number of options, but it was easy to evaluate the frames,” says branded content editor
Dana Holmes of shopping on the GlassesUSA website. Prices run the gamut from $39
up to $700, depending on which brand you choose. With its virtual try-on feature, you
can upload a photo directly to the website and see what each frame looks like on your
face before you commit. GlassesUSA also has an app that scans your prescription
through your current lenses, and those with expired prescriptions can get a renewal via
the company’s virtual vision test.

All lenses are made to order in-house and then put through a series of inspections to
check for quality, clarity and proper alignment. You also have the option for upgrades
like progressive lenses, anti-reflective coatings and transition lenses for up to $169
more. “The ordering process was simple and I felt confident making my complicated
prescription order,” adds Holmes. Similarly, associate insights architect Shan Newton
describes the selection and checkout flow as “sleek and intuitive,” and all three of our
testers are pleased with the speedy delivery time. “My glasses arrived 9 days after my
order, which was pretty impressive given that the window included Thanksgiving
weekend,” says managing editor Emmy Favilla. If you’re unhappy with your new
glasses for any reason, GlassesUSA has a 14-day, no questions asked return policy—but
you can only take advantage of this for your first pair.

Best for:

Keep in mind:

Variety of styles and brands, including designer

Prescription and non-prescription eyeglasses, blue light glasses, sunglasses,
safety glasses and sports glasses

The variety may be overwhelming for some

Only your first pair is eligible for the return policy

Best Affordable Prescription Glasses

Eyebuydirect: Affordable Name Brands And House Designs

EYEBUYDIRECT

Amity Glasses

$29

Buy From Eyebuydirect

Turnaround time: 7 to 14 business days | Return policy: 14 days for a one-time
replacement or refund | Insurance accepted: No, but HSA/FSA accepted | Virtual
try-on: Yes | Virtual Rx renewal: No

Eyebuydirect’s wallet-friendly prices make clear vision affordable and accessible. To
keep prices down on Eyebuydirect’s own styles, everything from concept to design to
manufacturing is done in-house. You can also choose from name brand frames from
Oakley and Ray-Ban, and the site makes it easy to locate options with specific features.
“Since I only wear rectangular frames and can't wear small-sized frames, being able to
filter on these preferences is super helpful,” says Newton. Frames start at $6 and
standard lenses at $7 or you can opt for upgrades like advanced lenses and premium
lenses, which go for $49 and $80, respectively. “I appreciated that there are a variety of
options for blue light filtering as well as two choices for high-index frames,” says
Favilla.

When you find a frame you like, you can click “try on” to upload a photo and see what it
looks like on your face. The photo stays uploaded as you navigate the site, so you can
quickly see what other options look like. Our testers note that their eyeglasses arrived
promptly and safely in a compact cardboard box. “I like that the packaging was small
enough to fit into my apartment's little mailbox in the lobby, rather than needing to be
left out in a common area with bigger packages,” adds Holmes. Eyebuydirect offers a
14-day “no questions asked” return policy for a one-time replacement or refund, but its
365-Day Product Guarantee covers defects for a full year. Special savings: Take 30% off
orders of $65 or more with code FORBES30

Best for:

Keep in mind:

Lots of brands that fit any budget

Prescription and non-prescription eyeglasses, blue light glasses and sunglasses

You can only receive a refund or replacement once, per the return policy

Best Stylish Prescription Glasses

Warby Parker: Classic, Modern Designs, Plus Free Try-Ons

WARBY PARKER

Durand Eyeglasses

$95 AND UP

Buy From Warby Parker

Turnaround time: 7 to 10 business days | Return policy: 30 days for a return or
exchange | Insurance accepted: Yes, as well as HSA/FSA | Virtual try-on: Yes, as
well as in-home try-on | Virtual Rx renewal: Yes

Warby Parker offers designer-style glasses at affordable prices. Favilla has been
ordering her prescription eyeglasses and sunglasses from the site for over a decade.
“The size accuracy, feel and fit are always excellent in my experience,” she says. All
frames start at just $95, an impressive price that includes basic prescription lenses. You
can try on virtually, but one of the brand’s biggest claims to fame is its at-home try-on
program. Pick up to five frames to receive, for free, to physically try on before you buy.
Holmes highly recommends taking advantage of this perk, as the frames she ordered
based on her existing glasses’ measurements ended up being too small.

Once you have your frames picked out, you can add basic prescription lenses, which
Newton describes as “perfectly accurate” and “not too thick,” despite his strong
prescription. You can also choose from various upgrade options, like progressive lenses,
blue light filtering or light-responsive lenses, which add up to $200 to the total price.
“The frames I wear regularly are blue-light-blocking, which seem to do their job as far
as I can tell to help prevent eye fatigue,” adds Favilla. If you don’t like your new glasses,
you can return them for a full refund or exchange within 30 days of receipt. And if your
lenses get scratched in the first 365 days, you can get new lenses made for free.

Best for:

Keep in mind:

Peace of mind, thanks to a 365-day scratch-free guarantee

Prescription and non-prescription eyeglasses; blue light glasses and sunglasses

Contact lenses; both in-house and third-party brands including Acuvue, Bausch
+ Lomb and Biofinity

Kids’ glasses are only available in-store or over the phone

Warby Parker only offers house brand frames

Best Designer Prescription Glasses

Frames Direct: Discounted Designer And Name Brands

FRAMES DIRECT

Ray-Ban RB5228 Eyeglasses

$200 AND UP

Buy From FramesDirect

Turnaround time: 11 to 14 business days | Return policy: 30 days for a return or
exchange | Insurance accepted: No, but HSA/FSA accepted | Virtual try-on: No |
Virtual Rx renewal: No

Frames Direct claims to have the largest selection of designer eyewear online: There are
almost 5,000 frames from high-end brands like Gucci and Prada, as well as Oakley and
Ray-Ban (in a wide variety of colors, too). Favilla mentions that her Armani Exchange
glasses arrived with a “certificate of authenticity” that guarantees the glasses are
genuine. Most brands sell for 20% to 80% off the retail price, and you can often score
prescription lenses at a discount. “The value of these name-brand eyeglasses, with all
the additional add-ons to my lenses, is very impressive,” says Favilla.

As far as lenses go, choose single vision, no-line progressives or non-prescription
readers. Holmes, who wears progressives, says, “The lenses themselves match my
prescription and have one of the best fields of vision of any of the glasses that I tried.”
You can also select different lens materials, from thin polycarbonate to lower-cost
plastic, as well as optional upgrades like digital light protection or scratch-resistant
coating. And before your order goes through, an optician will review everything to make
sure you picked the best selections for your prescription.

Best for:

Keep in mind:

High-end designer styles

Prescription and non-prescription eyeglasses, sunglasses and blue light glasses

For refunded returns, you’ll have to pay shipping

Limited product photos on website

Best Durable Prescription Glasses

Roka: Hard-Wearing Frames For An Active Lifestyle

ROKA

Hunter Eyeglasses

$265 AND UP

Buy From Roka

Turnaround time: 5 business days | Return policy: 30 days for a return or
exchange | Insurance accepted: Yes, and HSA/FSA accepted | Virtual try-on: Yes
| Virtual Rx renewal: Yes

If you plan on wearing your prescription glasses while working outdoors or playing a
sport, you’ll want a hard-wearing pair—and durability is Roka’s specialty. For example,
its popular Hunter style is designed with spring hinges and grip technology to ensure
the frames stay securely on your head. “Although Roka has a small selection, I was able
to find a pair that looked great and fit my needs pretty quickly,” says Holmes. Favilla
adds, “I like that you can shop for frames based on activity, which I could see being
super helpful for various types of athletes.”

In addition, Roka offers a virtual try-on feature and an at-home vision test for renewing
your prescription online. It accepts insurance plans from several major providers as
well as HSA/FSA. However, both Holmes and Favilla note that Roka’s delivery speeds
are slower than other brands, so keep this in mind if you need your glasses to arrive by
a certain date.

Best for:

Keep in mind:

Those who wear glasses while playing sports or being active

Durable-yet-lightweight frames that stand up to intense activity

Gripping technology that keeps glasses on your head

Higher-quality lenses come at an additional cost

Shipping takes longer than other brands

Best Prescription Sunglasses

Zenni Optical: Stylish Pairs For Under $50

ZENNI OPTICAL

Browline Sunglasses 195421

$16

Buy From Zenni

Turnaround time: 7 to 10 business days | Return policy: 14 days for refund
(excluding shipping costs) or 30 days for store credit | Insurance accepted: No, but
HSA/FSA accepted | Virtual try-on: Only for eyeglasses | Virtual Rx renewal: No

Zenni is all about making prescription glasses affordable, with frames starting at just $7
and capping at $50—and that price includes standard prescription lenses. “With my
complex prescription, the cost adds up fast so a lower priced frame is a nice bonus,”
says Holmes. Its selection of sunglasses is particularly impressive, and at such
reasonable prices, it won’t sting if you happen to lose a pair on vacation.

While you won’t find any designer names among the selections, there are hundreds of
designer-inspired frames in different shapes, sizes and colors. Once you select a pair
you like, Favilla recommends taking advantage of the site’s virtual try-on feature. “It’s
very advanced to give you a well-rounded view of what your glasses will look like,” she
says. “It was a seamless experience from beginning to end.” In addition, Holmes
appreciates how the site allows you to filter frames by pupillary distance. Zenni also
offers low-bridge options and ANSI Z87.1 safety glasses with prescription single vision
and progressive lenses. You can add upgrades, like polarization, that start at $33.

Best for:

Keep in mind:

Wide variety of sunglasses

Budget shoppers

Prescription and non-prescription eyeglasses, blue light glasses, sunglasses and
kids’ sports glasses

Zenni only offers its house brand frames

Best Blue Light Blocking Glasses

Felix Gray: Filters Out 15 Times More Blue Light

FELIX GRAY

Felix Gray Roebling Glasses

$98 AND UP

Buy From Felix Gray

Turnaround time: 6 to 10 business days | Return policy: 30 days for returns; one-
year warranty against manufacturing defects | Insurance accepted: No, but
HSA/FSA accepted | Virtual try-on: Yes | Virtual Rx renewal: No

Felix Gray is an eye-care leader known for its blue light glasses, which protect your eyes
better than the average options. Each pair utilizes a proprietary technology that filters
out 15 times more blue light than other lenses, which helps reduce blurry vision and
tired eyes when staring at a screen for hours. You can purchase with or without a
prescription, and request magnification as well—a good option for anyone fixated on
spreadsheets all day.

Forbes Vetted contributor Becky Eaton swears by this brand for work. “I upgraded to
Felix Grey readers from a cheapie bookstore pair and the difference is significant,” she
says. “The Felix Grey frames feel super sturdy and high-quality, just like a pair of
glasses from the optician, and the blue light-blocking lenses are totally clear. I wear
them when I work at my computer all day, and I have less eye strain and headaches
compared to my old readers.”

Best for:

Keep in mind:

Unisex models for adults and children

Proprietary technology with higher blue-light filtering than average

Prescription and magnification options

Prescription lenses cost more than non-prescription lenses

Best Reading Glasses

Look Optic: Non-Prescription Readers In Fresh Styles

LOOK OPTIC

Look Optic Cosmo Readers

$68

Buy From Look Optic

Turnaround time: 1 business day | Return policy: 90 days for a return or exchange
| Insurance accepted: No | Virtual try-on: Yes | Virtual Rx renewal: No

For those who need a pair of non-prescription readers, Look Optic—named “most
stylish” retailer in our Best Reading Glasses round-up—offers an array of chic styles
you’ll actually look forward to wearing. Keep in mind that the site doesn’t offer any
prescription lenses, but you will find tinted options for wearing in the sun as well as
blue light blocking styles for working on your laptop. While Look Optic doesn’t accept
insurance, the website frequently runs promotions that keep costs low.

Best for:

Keep in mind:

Stylish readers in classic and modern frames

Free shipping with a fast turnaround time

Sun shades and blue light-blocking lenses

Look Optic doesn’t offer prescription lenses

You have to click on each product to view its price

Best Prescription Glasses For Kids

GlassesUSA: Styles They'll Actually Wear

GLASSESUSA

Muse M Classic Kids

$41 $58 SAVE $17 (29%)

Buy From GlassesUSA

Turnaround time: 7 to 10 business days | Return policy: 14 days, no questions
asked | Insurance accepted: Yes, as well as HSA/FSA | Virtual try-on: Yes |
Virtual Rx renewal: Yes

Kids and tweens are picky—really picky. GlassesUSA offers plenty of choice to satisfy
different styles, at prices that won’t make you cringe if they drop or lose their glasses.
Still, if sifting through hundreds of kids’ frames sounds overwhelming, there are easy-
to-use filters—to sort by age, frame shape, brand, color, price and more. Most frames
come with free single-vision prescription, with optional add-ons like blue light blocking
and light transitioning. In our experience, you can regularly find discounts and
clearance sales, which means you could spring for two pairs if you wanted. For added
reassurance, GlassesUSA offers a 14-day, full money-back guarantee return policy, plus
free shipping and returns.

Best for

Keep in mind

Convenience—shop for kids as well as the whole family

Variety of styles, price points and brands, including designer

Prescription and non-prescription eyeglasses, blue light glasses, sunglasses,
safety glasses and sports glasses; contact lenses

The variety may be overwhelming for some

Only your first pair is eligible for the return policy

Our content library includes several eyewear stories, and we tapped into our
subject knowledge to highlight retailers that offer the best prescription glasses
online and the best shopping experience.

We enlisted the help of Dr. Sandra Young, OD, who advised us on the technical
aspects of ordering the right prescription by detailing how to measure pupillary
distance, explaining lens options and more. We also spoke with optometrist Dr.
Inna Lazar about popular lens types, adapting to new prescriptions and how
often you may need to refresh your eyeglasses.

Kari Molvar, senior fashion editor at Forbes Vetted, shared her tips on finding
the best frames for each face shape. Molvar herself has worn glasses for more
than 30 years.

We recruited three glasses-wearing Forbes Vetted staffers—branded content
editor Dana Holmes, managing editor Emmy Favilla and associate insights
architect Shan Newton—to thoroughly browse each site to test out the user-
friendliness of the glasses buying process and discover special features like
virtual or at-home try-ons and prescription renewals.

We routinely update this story for accuracy and to re-evaluate product
availability and popularity. In its January 2024 update, fashion writer Claire
Epting added in-depth feedback from Forbes Vetted staffers who tried out
eyeglasses from several of the retailers featured on this list, including
GlassesUSA and Warby Parker. Forbes Vetted contributor Molly Calhoun most
recently updated this story in February 2024.

We spent hours researching popular eyewear companies and what they offer in
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At Forbes Vetted, we've reviewed dozens of glasses, putting them through a series of quality, style ... [+] KARI MOLVAR
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How To Buy Prescription Glasses Online

If you’re new to buying prescription glasses online, it may seem complicated, but it
doesn’t have to be. If you have the correct information handy—and you purchase from a
trustworthy retailer that offers a fair return policy—you can shop with confidence at
your convenience, and save money, too.

1. Get A Current Prescription

For new prescriptions: All online prescription glasses stores require a current
prescription. In most cases, this means you’ll have to make an in-person appointment
with your regular eye doctor first. It’s important for your eye doctor to get a close look
at your eyes to make sure everything is healthy and functioning properly—for instance,
an in-person eye exam can detect things like early signs of glaucoma and diabetes.

For renewing prescriptions: Some sites, including Warby Parker, let you renew
your prescription via a virtual vision test, but only if your health qualifies and your
current prescription is still working for you. It’ll likely cost you, but not much (Warby
Parker’s exam is $15, and only if your prescription is renewed). GlassesUSA allows you
to renew your prescription through an app called Visibly. Alternatively, if you already
have another pair of glasses outfitted with your current prescription, GlassesUSA offers
a free prescription scanner so that you can easily order a new pair of frames without
having to reach out to your eye doctor.

2. Measure Your Pupillary Distance

In addition to a current prescription, you’ll also need your pupillary distance (or PD).
Pupillary distance is the measurement between the centers of the pupils in your eyes,
usually expressed in millimeters. “It is crucial for crafting prescription eyeglasses
because it ensures that the lenses are positioned correctly in relation to the wearer's
pupils, maximizing visual clarity and comfort,” says Dr. Inna Lazar. “An inaccurate PD
measurement can result in eyestrain, blurred vision, or dizziness.”

For the most accurate results, have your eye doctor measure pupillary distance during
your eye exam and make sure to make a note of it in addition to your prescription.
Alternatively, you can use an app, like EyeMeasure, or online tools, like Zenni’s digital
PD ruler or Warby Parker’s PD measuring tool.

3. Choose Your Lens Type

There are three major types of lenses:

4. Choose Your Lens Coating

Most retailers give you the option to add different coatings to your lenses. They
typically enhance the user experience and aesthetics of your glasses, but they will also
add to their overall price.

How To Compare The Best Prescription Glasses Online

Choosing the best online prescription glasses depends on your specific needs and
preferences. To help narrow down your choices, we included prescription eyewear from
retailers with favorable return policies, and many of the ones we highlight take
insurance or allow you to use your HSA/FSA dollars. Depending on your concern,
certain retailers have unique strengths and differences, so consider what matters most
to you:

For Affordability: If budget is your biggest concern, Eyebuydirect is an excellent
choice for wallet-friendly prices that don’t compromise on style or quality. Prescription
glasses start as low as $6 for the frames. Another good budget option: Zenni Optical.

For The Most Variety: GlassesUSA and Eyebuydirect both offer a vast selection of
styles and brands.

Eyebuydirect has hundreds of chic and stylish frames, like this pair on our tester, at affordable ... [+] EMMY FAVILLA
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For Style And Designer Options: For those who focus on fashion, Warby Parker
offers beautiful frames in both classic and trendy styles. For designer eyeglasses, your
best bet is Frames Direct, which carries high-end frames from brands such as Ray-Ban,
Prada and Bottega Veneta. Felix Gray is our top pick for stylish blue-light-blocking
glasses, which are ideal for those who log a lot of hours in front of screen.

For Specialty Glasses: If you have specialty glasses needs, Roka caters to those
looking for durable, stylish and robust frames designed for sports and active lifestyles.
Zenni Optical is the go-to place for prescription sunglasses, providing a variety of sun-
safe options at reasonable prices, and Look Optic excels in reading glasses with a focus
on comfort and clarity.

Our tester loved these fashionable prescription aviator style sunglasses from Zenni. EMMY FAVILLA FOR FORBES VETTED

For Virtual Or At-Home Try On: A challenge to purchasing glasses online is that it
can be tricky to know what the frames will actually look like on your face. Warby Parker
is notorious for their at-home try-on feature, and other retailers, including GlassesUSA,
Look Optic and Felix Gray, offer easy-to-use virtual try-on features.

For Fast Turnaround Time: Most online retailers have prescription glasses
turnaround times of about seven to 10 business days. However, you can get stylish non-
prescription readers in just one business day from Look Optic.

How To Find The Best Frames For Your Face Shape

“The rule of thumb is essentially to create contrast between your face shape and
frames,” explains deputy fashion editor Kari Molvar. “Note that you can also be a blend
of two types of face shapes.” That said, there are no hard and fast “rules” about which
frames look best —you, after all, are the final judge on the matter and you should wear
glasses that make you feel good. When giving advice on the topic, most style experts
rely on the principles of natural symmetry and proportion. This means if you have a
face with sharp, angular lines you should balance it with softer curves on your glasses,
for example. Or if you have a longer face shape, you’d want to consider glasses with
wide, square or rectangular frames.

These Roka prescription glasses are a classic wayfarer style that works well on most face shapes, ... [+] EMMY FAVILLA
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“I find the best way to shop for glasses is to not get too overwhelmed,” says Molvar.
“There are many pairs that will look good on you, and you can get lost in all the details
of shapes and frame types after a certain point,” she says. A good tip if you’re stuck or
feeing indecisive: Narrow your selection to five pairs and then ask a friend or someone
whose advice you trust for their opinion, says Molvar. To get you started, you’ll find a
handy visual guide, below.

Look for frames that contrast with your face shape, as a simple rule of thumb. ILLUSTRATION: ADA COMONFORT FOR

FORBES

Frequently Asked Questions About Prescription Glasses

Why Are My Glasses Giving Me A Headache?

Glasses can give you a headache for several reasons. “If the prescription is incorrect or
outdated, it can cause eye strain as your eyes struggle to focus, leading to headaches,”
says Lazar. “Additionally, adapting to a new prescription might temporarily cause
headaches as your eyes adjust.” Different lens types, such as bifocals or progressive
lenses, also require an adjustment period and might initially cause discomfort due to
the change in visual experience.

Another factor could be the fit of your frames. “Poorly fitted or heavy glasses that are
too tight can also put pressure on your temples and nose, causing discomfort and
headaches,” says Lazar. Finally, an incorrect measurement of pupillary distance (PD)
can result in visual discomfort and headaches. “It's important to have regular eye
exams and ensure your glasses fit properly to mitigate these issues,” says Lazar.

Our tester loved GlassesUSA's wide selection of frames and impressive turnaround time. EMMY FAVILLA FOR FORBES
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How Often Should I Get New Glasses?

“People usually need to get a prescription change every one to two years, and in some
cases, the prescription can change as soon as six months, depending on your health,”
says Lazar, who notes that patients who have diabetes or cataracts are more likely to
have fluctuations in vision. “This frequency can vary based on changes in vision, the
condition of the glasses, and prescription updates,” she says. “It's important to have
regular eye exams to determine if a new prescription is needed.” Remember, signs that
you may need an updated prescription include squinting, headaches, blurred vision, eye
strain and the need to remove your glasses to see up close or far away.

Which Prescription Glasses Are Most Comfortable?

The comfort of your eyeglasses is dependent on a few different things: First, the most
comfortable prescription glasses are those with lenses in an updated prescription that
won’t cause eye strain and headaches. Frame choice can significantly impact comfort as
well. If you wear your frames for long periods of time, look for lighter weight styles that
won’t sit heavily on your face and cause discomfort (retailers including Eyebuydirect
and Zenni Optical list every frame’s weight). When ordering glasses, pay attention to
the width of the nose bridge to be sure the glasses will accommodate the shape of your
nose and sit properly without causing discomfort. Also look for frames with spring
hinges at the temple that flex to prevent squeezing and excessive pressure at the temple
or around your ears, and nose pads that can be adjusted at the bridge of your nose.

What Is Pupillary Distance?

Pupillary distance is the measurement between the centers of your pupils, or the black
circles in the middle of your eyes. This measurement is important for properly fitting
eyeglasses so that each lens is aligned with the center of each eye, which impacts your
vision and comfort. It's usually measured in millimeters and can be a single
measurement (the distance between the pupils for both eyes) or two separate
measurements (the distance from the bridge of the nose to each pupil). Accurate
pupillary distance measurement is key for the correct positioning of lenses, particularly
if you have a strong prescription, bifocals or progressive lenses.

Is It Better To Buy Glasses Online Or In Person?

There are pros and cons to both options. Online shopping offers convenience, a wider
selection of styles and brands, often at lower prices. It's ideal for those who know their
prescription and measurements. Many online retailers provide virtual try-on features
and generous return policies. However, it's harder to get a feel for the fit and quality of
the frames if there isn’t a home-try option, and personal assistance can be limited.

In-person shopping allows you to physically try on frames for the best fit and get
immediate professional assistance. Opticians can provide advice on lens options and
frame adjustments. However, physical stores may have a smaller selection and higher
prices compared to online options.

Ultimately, if you prioritize convenience and variety, online shopping is great. If you
prefer a hands-on approach and professional guidance, buying in person is better.

What’s The Best Way To Clean Glasses?

The key when cleaning your glasses is not to scratch the lenses, which can happen if
you’re not aware of certain pitfalls. Start by by rinsing them under lukewarm water to
eliminate build-up and debris, avoiding hot water since it might damage lens coatings.
Apply a small amount of mild, lotion-free soap to each lens. Gently rub the lenses, then
frame and nose pads with your fingers, then rinse off the soap. Shake the glasses gently
to shed most of the water, and dry them with a clean, lint-free towel (that hasn't been
treated with fabric softener) or dryer sheets, as these can leave smears. For quick
cleanups throughout the day, use a microfiber lens cleaning cloth instead of tissues,
paper towels or clothing since these can scratch the lenses. Definitely steer clear of
household cleaning products and acetone-based solvents that can harm lens coatings,
too.

More Eyewear Stories To Shop:

Coupons

Lindsay Boyers

I'm the executive strategy editor at Forbes Vetted, a functional nutritionist and a certified sleep
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We spent hours researching popular eyewear companies and what they offer in
terms of selection, value, insurance eligibility, return policy and turnaround
time.

We assessed the feedback of our three glasses-wearing testers (mentioned
above) to determine the best places to buy prescription glasses online based on
each site’s ease of use and the quality and variety of its products.

We indicated the estimated turnaround times, return policies, availability of
virtual try-on features and vision renewal tests, and whether insurance and
HSA/FSA funds are accepted to help you pinpoint the best prescription glasses
retailer for your needs.

We also noted key points about the eyewear options offered as well as reasons
one might prefer shopping somewhere else.

Single vision: “A single-vision lens has one optical prescription correction for
the entire lens,” says Young. “These lenses include prescriptions for
nearsightedness, farsightedness and astigmatism.” Most prescription glasses and
reading glasses are single vision lenses.

Multifocal: “Multifocal lenses are lenses that have two or more optical power
zones combined into one lens,” Young explains. “A bifocal lens is designed for
two different distances to be clear; a trifocal has three distances. Typically the
two zones of clear vision in a bifocal lens are close up and across the room.
Trifocals have the addition of an intermediate zone of clear vision between
distance and near vision.”

Progressives: “Progressive lenses offer a seamless transition between different
lens powers, catering to near, intermediate, and far vision without the visible
lines found in traditional bifocal or trifocal lenses,” says Lazar. “This design not
only provides a more aesthetic, line-free appearance but also mimics natural
vision more closely by allowing users to look through various lens powers by
simply adjusting their gaze.”

Anti-reflective: “Anti-reflective (AR) lenses feature a coating that reduces
glare by allowing light to pass through the lens, enhancing visual clarity and
reducing eye strain ,” says Lazar. “This makes them ideal for nighttime driving
and prolonged screen use, as they improve visibility and comfort by minimizing
distracting reflections . Additionally, AR lenses improve the aesthetic appeal of
eyeglasses by making the lenses nearly invisible, allowing for clearer eye contact 
.” Another reason you may want an AR coating, according to Young, is if you
have high index or polycarbonate lenses, as they reflect more light.

Anti-scratch: Many plastic lenses have anti-scratch resistance, but they benefit
from an anti-scratch coating because plastic is soft and can show wear easily,
according to Young. If you tend to be rough on your glasses and aren’t super
careful where and how you set them down when you’re not wearing them, pay
attention to lens durability and consider an anti-scratch coating when
purchasing.

Anti-fog: “These coatings help to minimize moisture condensation that occurs
[when] going from an indoor environment to outdoors, especially during winter
months,” says Young. A hydrophilic anti-fog coating is especially beneficial to
people who wear masks, face shields or helmets often.

Blue light blocking: Perhaps one of the most popular add-ons, these coatings
help block the blue light emitted from screens to reduce eye strain. This is a great
option for anyone who wears prescription glasses regularly and works at a
computer.

Transition: “Transition lenses have been capturing more attention lately, not
just for their slick ability to darken under the sun and go clear indoors but also
for the great eye protection they provide by blocking UV light,” says Lazar. “The
cool thing about transition lenses is that they come in a variety of shades and
colors, allowing for full customization.”
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Refik Anadol Echoes of the "Earth: Living Archive" 2024. Installation view, Serpentine North HUGO

GLENDINNING. COURTESY REFIK ANADOL STUDIO AND SERPENTINE

Refik Anadol sees artificial intelligence as a force for positive change,
and he is steadfast on proving this to the world through his art. A
pioneer in the aesthetics of machine intelligence, Anadol made headlines
in 2023 when his Los Angeles studio created a language model that took
data from some 140,000 artworks in the Museum of Modern Art’s
collection, reimagining them into an immersive digital sculpture he
named “Unsupervised.” The New York art museum has since purchased
the work.

Anadol is hard to classify. As an artist and a designer his work fluidly
moves between visual art, science and technology, with computational
data performing the role of pigments for his artwork. Through data
visualization, Anadol imagines sensory, immersive, otherworldly
artworks in which AI invites us to open our human eyes to new ways of
seeing, enhance our understandings and expand our creativity. Anadol
believes through clever guidance, AI could ultimately advance our lives,
improve wellbeing, assist education, help create better built
environments, and perhaps even find solutions for restoring nature.

Installation view of Refik Anadol's "Echoes of the Earth: Living Archive" 2024 at Serpentine

North HUGO GLENDINNING. COURTESY REFIK ANADOL STUDIO AND SERPENTINE

In fact, nature for Anadol is the key to unlocking AI’s positive potentials.
His argument is that nature is the most unbiased, purest of data sources.
To demonstrate, his latest body of work, currently on show at Serpentine
Galleries, is created with data sourced from the natural environment.
“Echoes of the Earth: Living Archive” sees surfaces of the London gallery
swathed with multi-channel environments, alternative worlds generated
with vast amounts of data collected from coral reefs, flora and fauna, and
rainforests.

At the heart of the Serpentine exhibition is Anadol’s most recent work,
Artificial Realities: Rainforest. This lengthy continuous generative AI
visualization uses the Large Nature Model, an open-source generative AI
model which Anadol created to gather data from the natural
environment.
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Refik Anadol's Echoes of the "Earth: Living Archive" (2024) is designed to demystify AI HUGO

GLENDINNING. COURTESY REFIK ANADOL STUDIO AND SERPENTINE

Another of the show’s highlights, Living Archive: Large Nature Model,
is an installation that wraps the gallery walls in AI generated images
inspired by data of flora, fungi and fauna from over 16 rainforest
locations, collected using technologies such as LiDAR and
photogrammetry.

Elsewhere, in Artificial Realities: Coral, having accessed millions of
underwater images, Anadol’s AI generates a digital sculpture comprising
of perfect corals, that he believes, would exist if the ocean were in prime
health, thus highlighting the vital role of coral reefs in the ocean
ecosystem.

“I want the artwork to help demystify AI,” says Anadol when I meet him
at Serpentine. “I want to do something fresh that shakes our
perspective.” The gallery is packed on this Thursday afternoon, with
visitors of all ages transfixed by Anadol’s ethereal artwork. These are
alive digital sculptures; they are constantly generating new colors and
forms and sounds (following my visit Anadol introduced a scent he co-
created with Bulgari to evoke the sense of the rainforest). On one screen
we see AI dreaming up birds from the Amazonia, while in another screen
we see what he describes as AI painting the birds.

Artist, designer, technologist Refik Anadol EFSUN ERKILIC

“That is the human intervention,” smiles Anadol of the AI painting,
admitting that for the last twelve or so years he has been obsessing over
the concept of fluid dynamics. “I believe that one day if AI dreams, it
won’t be a pigment that will dry but one that flexes and changes all the
time,” he muses. “What I’m excited about is generative reality, where you
can generate new worlds, new fields, new ideas. Now we can smell, and
perhaps soon we can touch and taste. There is so much fun to think and
work with AI,” he concludes.

Anadol is quick to note that the human element is vital to his creative
process; that he directs every step of the AI movement. “It’s not just
about pressing one button, and even though people use readymade tools,
that’s not art. For me it’s a process. It is the yeses and noes that create
the next hallucination,” he says, referring to the data visualization. “You
have to fine tune the nobs, change the parameters. And it takes months
and months and months. For me art in the age of machine intelligence
means knowing the data, curating the data and training the AI. It is
about chance and control. These are living artworks, there are some
parameters but you have to invite the freedom of imagination.”

Refik Anadol's Echoes of the "Earth: Living Archive" (2024) is a sensory digital voyage into nature

... [+] HUGO GLENDINNING. COURTESY REFIK ANADOL STUDIO AND SERPENTINE

Born in 1985 in Istanbul to academic parents, I suggest if his expansive
vision is a product of a city that is the literal gateway between Asia and
Europe—a place that encourages this sort of lateral thinking. His face
lights up, admitting that although he now lives in Los Angeles, Istanbul
continues to inform his thinking.

Anadol’s work has been likened to sci-fi infused contemporary art but to
my mind these are ethereal works that are very much grounded in
reality. And they are joyous offering hope. “I’m not naïve,” he tells me,
his face taking on a more serious tone for the first time during our
conversation. “I see the problems and the limits. The technology is here,
and we can use it to build a better world. But we have to be active and
direct the technology. It is a 50/50 collaborative relationship.”

The Refik Andadol Studio is a collaborative practice that involves
environmental scientists, marine biologists, medical doctors,
philosophers, computational designers. He explains that his AI research
is less and less reliant on downloading images but sourcing directly from
nature. In preparation for Artificial Realities: Rainforest Anadol and his
wife (who is also an artist) spent three months living in the heart of
Amazonia with the indigenous Yawanawá people.

“While the AI can create new rainforests and beautiful worlds, for me
what’s amazing is understanding being in the data. Being in nature,
collecting data, living with the people and in data, preserving the
rainforest—this is when a whole cycle of imagination is complete. There
is no tactile research if I only use the tools. I touched the rainforest,
heard the jaguars, lived with snakes and birds and all types of insects
and animals and, for a while, got to know what it means to be in nature.
This is my hope for the future of AI, that we read and understand both
stories.”

Nature for Refik Anadol is the key to unlocking AI’s positive potentials HUGO GLENDINNING.

COURTESY REFIK ANADOL STUDIO AND SERPENTINE

Anadol sees his deep AI dive into nature as a way of discovering a
universal language that breaks our walls of identity. His is an inquiry
into what it means to be human in the age of machine intelligence. It has
taken Anadol over twelve years to get here. I’m curious to know how the
artist envisages the next decade. He summarizes his vision: “We will be
sitting in these worlds and with all our senses: smelling them, touching
them, tasting them, interacting with them. This is a new portal for the
imagination. This exhibition is a milestone to communicate this with the
public. There will be an extraordinary change in humanity, where we will
question reality. We are celebrating that moment.”

“Echoes of the Earth: Living Archives,” is at Serpentine North gallery
until April 7, 2024.

See how multidisciplinary artist Tomás Saraceno’s spiders and other
species awaken us to our connection to nature; why French gaming
artist Sara Sadik is exploring loneliness through game design; and
read my culture highlights from 2023.

Follow me on LinkedIn. Check out my website or some of my other
work here. 

Nargess Banks

With a focus on arts and ideas, I look at culture in its broader sense through my...
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